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Michael Kors  is  among the brands  that have had success  advertis ing on Ins tagram. Image credit: Michael Kors

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

Social media network Instagram is expanding brands' advertising toolkits with an upcoming option that will allow
companies to promote posts by celebrities and influencers.

Intended to better serve advertisers and content creators, the Facebook-owned platform announced the new
"branded content ads" on Mar. 5. In recent years, Instagram has made several strategic choices to position itself at
the crossroads of visual content and commerce.

#SponCon
The visual platform currently offers brands several advertising options, including photo and video ads, as well as
ads within Instagram Stories.

In particular, Instagram Stories have grown to be so prominent in influencer marketing that Klear found the feature
made up one-third of all sponsored posts on Instagram (see story).

However, the reach of a sponsored post was often limited through the platform's existing options.
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Vogue's sponsored ad for Marni's spring/summer 2019 campaign on Instagram

While brands could hire influencers to create branded content and share products, promoted posts were only seen
by those already following the creator.

Now, branded content ads will allow companies to sponsor posts and ensure they will be seen more widely,
including by users who do not already follow the influencers creating the ads.

Other social media platforms, including Facebook and Twitter, already have options for companies to sponsor
third-party content on their own behalf and have it appear in users' feeds.
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18:00 MIL / @dilettabonaiut i wearing @marques_almeida #withFarfetch . . Discover a new way to shop the world
through fashion, powered by our community.

A post shared by Farfetch (@farfetch) on Mar 7, 2019 at 4:23am PST

Instagram post by online retailer Farfetch

Instagram and parent company Facebook have been formalizing their advertising options and guidelines of late.

One problematic trend is popular users promoting products without disclosing paid partnerships to their followers.

Some influencers have also come under scrutiny for having fake followers to manipulate their metrics, reducing
advertisers' confidence.

Improved measurement frameworks help marketers better gauge the effectiveness of influencer campaigns. Despite
the field's rapid growth in recent years, less than a third of brands and agencies have an official influencer program
in place (see story).

Platforms' potential
Luxury brands need to take into account the expansive reach of Instagram and other platforms when reviewing their
marketing needs.

Social media is crucial to understanding luxury brand performance including investment purposes, according to a
recent report from UBS. For a more thorough analysis of the momentum behind luxury brands, UBS combined
Instagram data with Google Search trends to gauge their success (see story).

Similarly, Google's YouTube remains an important platform for luxury brands, especially as companies work to
appeal to younger affluents.

YouTube's revenue jumped more than 10 percent from the third quarter of 2017 to the third quarter of 2018, according
to research from MediaRadar. Generation Z consumers are particularly drawn to YouTube's endless supply of visual
content, compared to other generations (see story).

Additionally, Pinterest is  continuing to make itself useful to luxury marketers and retailers with more commerce
offerings.

The social platform has long been trying to harness its unique opportunity to sell products to consumers who come
to Pinterest for inspiration. New features such as full catalogs, personalized shopping recommendations and
shopping search aim to bring Pinterest closer to becoming an interactive retail platform (see story).
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